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1. Given z: f(r,u):r2a-3u.
(a) Find the expressions for Az and d,z.

(b) Determine Az and, dz if. r : 4, U :3, Lr: -0.001, Ag : 0.02.

(c) How might you determine f (5.12,6.85) without direct computation?

2. Given z : 13 - ry -f 3y2.

(a) Compute Az and dz where n :5, A : 4, Lr - -A.2, Ag : 0.1.

(b) Find Az and dz if s :5, A : 4, Lx : -2, LA : I.

3. Use partial derivative to find the change in the value of f(*, y) - r2g - ag2 as (r, y)
changes from (1, 1) to (1.02, 0.98).

4. Estimate the change in the value of f(r,A, z) : 2rAzz3 when (*,A, ") changes from
P(l, -1, 2) to Q@.99, -1.02,2.02).

5. Use differentials to find the approximate value of the following expressions.

(") J6W1-@frY. (b)@
6. A box has square ends, 11.98 cm on each side, and has a length of 30.03 cm. Find its

approximate volume, using differentials.

7. The period T of a simple pendulum is given by ?: 2n1/(lg, where / is the length and g
is the gravitional constant. If. l, is measured to be 20 cm with an error of 0.2, if g is 980
with an error of 7, and zr is computed as 3.14 with an error of 0.002, use difierentials to
find an approximate value of ?.

8. The legs of a right triangle are measured and found to be 6.0 and 8.0 cm, with possible

error of 0.1 cm. Find approximately the maximum possible value of error in computing
the hypotenuse. What is the maximum approximate percentage error?

9. Find in degrees the maximum possible approximate error in the computed value of the
smaller acute angle in the triangle of Question 6.

10. By measurement, a triangle is found to have two sides of length 50 cm and 70 cm; the
anglebetweenthemis30o. If therearepossibleerrorsof |%intne mea.surementsof the
sides and I degree in that of the angle, find the maximum approximate percentage error
in the measurement of the area?

11. Let -I: VlR, find

(a) the error in calculating I if the error in computing lz is 1 volt and R is 0.5 ohm at
V :250 volt and fi : 50 ohm.

(b) the maximum percentage error in evaluating 1, if the percentage error in estimating
V and R are 2To and ITo respectively'
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12. By using the partial derivatives, estimate the maximum percentage error in evaluating

T : 2r .,,fu1i, if the percentage error in estimating t and g arc 0.57o and 0. 1% respectively.

13. The dimensions of a closed rectangular box are measured as 3 m, 4 m and 5 m with a

possible error of 1,001192 cm in each case. Use partial derivatives to approximate the

maximum error in calculating the value of

(a) the surface area of the box.

(b) the volume of the box.

t4. The flow rate of gas through a pipe is given by V : *r/27-5/6, where c is a constant,
p is diameter of the pipe and ? the absolute temperature of the gas. The value of p is
measured with a maximum percentage error of 1.6% while the maximum percentage error

in ? is 0.36%. Find the maximum percentage error in calculating V'

lb. A box with height h has a square base with length r. The error in measuring the side of

the base is 1% whereas that for the height is 2To. Approximate the maximum percentage

error in calculating the volume.

16. The total resistance E produced by three conductors with resistances R1 , Rz, Rs connected

in a paralldl electrical circuit is given by the formula

1111
E: Rr- Rr- Rr'

Show that foyi:1,2,3, #: (#)" Hence, find the maximum percentage error in

calculating ,R if

(a) the percentage error in measuring the resistance Rt, Rz and R3 is 2% respectively.

(b) Rr, Rz and R3 are given as 100, 200 and 400 ohm with the maximum percentage

error of zYo, 77o,2Yo, fot each measurements'

17. The radius of a right-circular cylinder is measured with an error of at most 2Yo, and

the height is measured with an error at most 4%. Approximate the maximum possible

percentage error in the volume v calculated from these measurements.

18. Derive an expression to estimate the possible error in ,9 calculated from

I
S : ;bcsinA,

when there are errors db, dc and dA in b, c and A. Use your expression to calculate the

error when b:5, c:2 and A:30o, where b and c may each be in error by 0.05 and A

by 10'.

19. Derive an expression to estimate the possible error in a calculated from

a2 : b2 I c2 - 2bccos A,

when there are euors d'b, 6c and dA in b, c and A. Use your expression to calculate the

error when b:4.70, c: 3'95 and A :62" '
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20. Find the equation of tangent plane and the equations of the normal line to the given
surface at the given point.

(a) z:r2+2u2i (2,-I,6). (b) ":Br2-y2-2; (-1,2,-B).
(c) z:e'sinyl (l,rrl2,e). (d) 

":e2,cos}y; (\,rfB,-e2).
(e) z:lnlP aP; (-3, 4, ln5). (f) z: ln(ry); (e, e,2).

2L. Find the point or points (if any) on the surface

z:fi2-2ar+3g_6

where the tangent plane is parallel to the plane 2r * 39 * z : b.

22. Find the point or points (if any) on the surface

z:12 *2ry-y2 +Jr-2a-4

where the tangent plane is parallel to the oy-plane.

23. Find the point or points (if any) on the surface

_ r'+2ry -a2 +322 -2x.*2u -Gz-2:o
where the tangent plane is parallel to the yz-plane.

24. Find the critical points of the following functions and detemine their nature.

(.) "f(", u):2nz -2ry*3g2 - 4r-8y. (b) /(", u):a3 *3ry2 -Jr.
(.) "f(", a) :2ra + y2 - l2xy. (d) /(", a) : e" cosu.

(") f(r,u): @ - r)(a - t)(r + y - 1). (f) f(",a): e, (r, +yr) .

(s) "f(", a): ea(rz - rs). (h) /(", a):4ru - ra - sa.

25. Show that f(o,a) -- 13 +U3 -2(r'+y') -t3ny has critical points at (0,0) and (|,|),
and investigate their nature.

26. Locate and identify the stationary points of

(") "f(",a):2r3 -9*'a-ll2xy*60E. (b) /(", y):4ru-2x2 -a4 +3.

27. Locate and identify the stationary points of

f(r,d:tr2 -t2y2 +4y3 +3ga,

showing that one is a saddle point. Sketch the graphs of z: f (r,0) and z: f (0, d.
28. Find the (infinitely many) critical points of the surface

":"i, 
lr \ (t \

'\r"' )"" \.t"/ '

Show that these points are saddle points when both r and y have even integer values.

29. Find the dimensions of the rectangular box, open at the top,



(a) is to have a volume of 32m3 so that the surface area is a minimum.

(b) which has maximum volume if the surface area is 12.

30. Use Lagrange multipliers to find the dimensions of the rectangular box with the largest
volume if the total surface area is given as 64 cm2.

31. A closed rectagular box is to be build with the volume equal to 36rn3. The material for
the bottom of the box cost RM 7 per m2 while the top and sides cost RM 8 per rn2. Find
the dimensions of the box with minimum cost.

32. Find the absolute maximum and minimum values of

f(r, u) :3ra - 6r - 3Y r 7

on the closed triangular region R with vertices (0, 0), (3, 0), and (0, 5).

33. Find the critical points of the function

f (r,d : sr-re (r' - *u + u2) .

(a) Show that it has a minimum and a saddle point.

(b) Which is the point in the region 0 I r ( 1, 0 < A < 1, where f(*,a) reaches its
maximum value? Determine the value.

34. If z : sinrsingsin (r * u), show that

02,^.\02
fi: "rnn 

sin (2r * g), fr : sin rsin(2y * r).

(a) Verify that the function
z : sinr sin gr sin (r + A)

has a critical value at (r,y): (tr, |n), and that is a maximum. (Note that you are

not asked to examine other exlrema).

(b) Show that z has maximum value 1U3/3 at a point within the square whose sides at
the lines I :0, : in,g :Q, y : ln.

g5. Use Lagrange multipliers to find the shortest distance from the point (2, 1, -1) to the plane

n+A-z:1.

36. Find the shortest distance from the origin to the hyperbola t2 + 8ty + 7y2 :225.

gT. Use Lagrange multipliers to find three positive numbers whose sum is 100 and whose

product is a maximum.

38. Find three positive numbers whose sum is 27 and such that the sum of their squares is as

small as possible.

Sg. Use Lagrange multipliers to determine the dimensions of the largest rectangular paral-

lelepiped which can be inscribed in a hemisphere of radius o.

40. Use Lagrange multipliers to prove that the rectangle with maximum area that has a given

perimeterpisasquare'

4L. Use Lagrange multipliers to prove that the triangle with maximum area that has a given

perimeter p is a equilateral.

[Hint: Use Heron's formula for the area: A :
and r, A, z are lengths of the sides.]

s(s - r)(s - y)(s - z), where s : Pl2


